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The DNA Test's result finally came out. Mu Li Zei took the envelope that the specialist gave it him.  

Mu Li Zei called Mu Yian to go to Kang Pian Sue's house. Mu Yian told him that she would be there as 

soon as possible. After that, he also called Kang Pian Sue about that. Kang Pian Sue did not say anything 

else. 

Half an hour later, the three people sat inside the room. They did not allow anyone to enter the room. 

Kang Pian Sue already informed her people that they should not disturb them. 

"Here." Mu Li Zei lifted up the envelope. " I will open it.  

Mu Li Zei peeled out the sealed part and took out the paper inside the envelope. He began to read what 

was in the paper. 

In the paper, it stated that Party B had 25% DNA from Party A. Meaning they were biologically related. 

And 25% DNA, which indicated they were grandfather and granddaughter.  

"They are really related." Mu Li Zei narrowed his eyes. 

"Dad, do you think Grandpa know about this or not?" Mu Yian asked. 

"Hmph... That man probably already knows much earlier than us." Kang Pian Sue replied. 

She knew her husband. That man already knew something after seeing that face. He was probably 

suspected of something. After all, that face was someone that he could not forget after years later. 

Not to mention, that his first son went missing. Not dead. He was probably got married. But it was not 

possible for his daughter to pop out like this.  

"So, Tang Yu Qi probably knows as well. When do you think she knows about this?"' Mu Li Zei asked. 

"I think she knows before we invite her to treat Rongxue." Mu Yian made an assumption and it was 

right.  

"Do you think she is the one who makes Rongxue suffer the horrible disease?" Mu Li Zei looked at Mu 

Yian. 

"The first time we meet, it was true that Rongxue was rude toward her. However, I did not see when 

Tang Yu Qi could poison Rongxue." Mu Yian explained. 

Mu Li Zei nodded several times as well. "I also investigate Tang Yu Qi's travel for the past 10 years. She 

never travels to Fanghai Nation until the last two years. And your grandpa did not travel to Binhai Nation 

until last year and a half." He told them what he got from the investigation. 

"Meaning, they met here and recognized each other until our noses." Kang Pian Sue smiled. 



"What should we do about this, Mum?" Mu Li Zei asked for his mother's opinion. "If we plan to touch 

Tang Yu Qi, we might be facing Tang Family. Not to mention, this Tang Yu Qi had been protected by their 

government."  

"Protected by their government?" Kang Pian Sue lifted her eyebrow.  I think you should take a look at 

pandasnovel.com 

"Yes. She made a lot of contributions to their country in the medical industry. She had been valued by 

their country." Mu Li Zei explained. 

"Dad, I think we need to hold back first. It seems that Tang Yu Qi did not interested in our family. But of 

course, we need to be careful." Mu Yian thought it was the best for their family.  

Mu Li Zei and Kang Pian Sue fell in silence. Well, Tang Yu Qi might not show interest in their family on 

the surface but already plotting against their wealth. That was what Mu Li Zei was scared about.  

"You should go and check whether your father has gone to find his lawyer or not in the last two years." 

Kang Pian Sue stated. 

Mu Li Zei nodded and understood the meaning of Kanf Pian Sue's words. If his father went to find the 

lawyer, meaning he already changed the will's content. And Yu Qi's would appear in the will as well.  

"Oh, don't tell anyone about this DNA Test result. That including your wife and your younger daughter. I 

don't trust their mouth." Kang Pian Sue reminded both of her son and granddaughter. 

Mu Li Zei and Mu Yian nodded. They did not plan to tell them. They might be shocked and go to tell 

others about this. It would be a disaster. 

pandasnovel.com As for Mu Kuang He, he was still a child. Mu Li Zei did not plan to stress him out. He 

was, after all, his only son.  

"After this, burn this paper." Kang Pian Sue stated. 

Mu Li Zei and Mu Yian left the house. Kang Pian Sue sat inside the room alone.  

'Guang Qi, you still managed to find your beloved's descendant. Tsk, that son of yours managed to find 

someone and have a child with her.' Kang Pian Sue clicked her tongue several times. 

'I don't plan to do something to the child. However, if she was on my children's way, I will make sure 

that she will be suffering.'  

As Yu Qi, she was currently struck with her experiment. After a few hours in the testing room, she finally 

got out. She was thinking to go home for today.  

She met Dian Shu Xian on the way. It seemed that Dian Shu Xian also planned to go home as well.  

"Do you want a ride?" Dian Shu Xian asked. 

"No... No... I have my car."' Yu Qi shook her head.  

When Yu Qi went to Binhai Nation for the last time, Dian Shu Xian did not come along. He had to go to a 

conference medical plus competition. 
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"How is the conference?" Yu Qi asked. 

Dian Shu Xian's facial expression changed for a moment. Yu Qi caught that. 

"Huh? Is something wrong?" Yu Qi asked. 

"The conference went smoothly." Dian Shu Xian stated. 

"Oh, meaning it was something else? What happened?" Yu Qi was concerned about her cousin. 

"Do you remember about the stalker that I mentioned before?" Dian Shu Xian asked. 

"Oh, yeah. Why?" Yu Qi asked back. 

"I meet her there as well. Apparently, she was from that country as well." Dian Shu Xian sighed. "One of 

the participants invited me for a drink. And we went to a bar. That is where I met her again." 

"Oh..." Yu Qi was getting interested. 

Dian Shu Xian looked at Yu Qi's reaction. His cousin seemed to be here for a gossip. Yu Qi noticed that 

and coughed several times 

"Hmmm... Brother Shu Xian, you can continue." Yu Qi waved her hand. 

"She was drinking with her friends at that time and she was quite drunk. As soon she saw me, she 

jumped over to hug me. Of course, I dodged. She fell over and started crying while calling me as her 

boyfriend. Asking me why I am leaving her. It was a very awkward moment. People started to believe 

her and questioned my morals. He told the person who invited me for a drink that I would be returned 

to my hotel." Dian Shu Xian stopped for a moment to catch a breath. 

"What? Nothing else happens." Yu Qi was quite disappointed. 

Dian Shu Xian flicked Yu Qi's forehead.  

"Ouch!" Yu Qi touched her forehead.  

"I am not finished yet." Dian Shu Xian said. 

"Eh, really? I thought it is over." Yu Qi said. 

"She found out about my hotel room and wanted to barge in. It was very problematic. I had called the 

security guards about her. So, she was dragged by the security guards." Dian Shu Xian. 

"I see. How troublesome it was." Yu Qi nodded in understanding. 

"It is not over yet." Dian Shu Xian stated. 

"What? Is it more?" Yu Qi was shocked when hearing it was not over yet. "What happened next?" 

It was like watching a movie. It was quite suspended.  



"She came to the place where the conference had been held. The place needed an invitation to get in. 

So, it was obvious that she sneaked into the place. Seeing her, I reported her to the organizer. Once 

again she had been dragged out by the security guards." Dian Shu Xian sighed. 

"Sure it is over right?" Yu Qi smiled.I think you should take a look at pandasnovel.com 

Dian Shu Xian shook his head. 

"There is still more?" Yu Qi felt her eyes were opened widely.  

"Yeah, she was still waiting until I left the place. She rushed over and tried once again to hug me. Of 

course, I dodged. Then she also tried to grab my hand several times. Until someone came over and save 

me." Dian Shu Xian was a little red when he remembered this. 

He was surprised to see an acquaintance there.  

ƥandasnovel.com "Miss, can you please leave him alone?" The acquaintance said to the stalker. 

"What? Who is this? Doctor, please tell me." The stalker looked shocked and asked Dian Shu Xian.  

The acquaintance casually grabbed Dian Shu Xian's arm and hugged it. The stalker seemed to get 

another hit as she watched Dian Shu Xian did not even reject the woman holding his arm. 

"Do you understand? Stop disturbing my man. Leave. Otherwise, I will make sure you end up in the 

hospital or worse." The acquaintance threatened the stalker. 

The stalker was startled. Even though she liked this man, she did not like pain and hospital. It seemed 

the woman in front of her right now dared to do it to her. 

Feeling scared, the stalker looked at Dian Shu Xian once before leaving the place.  

"Nice to meet you again." The acquaintance smiled sweetly at Dian Shu Xian. "You seemed having 

difficulty handling that woman compared to when you are fighting with me."  

"Thank you for your help, Ms Jiang. For now, can you please let my hand go first?" Dian Shu Xian 

coughed several times to control his body. 

It was actually Jiang Hani, Dian Shu Xian's opponent in the previous martial arts competition. She was 

smiling seductively at Dian Shu Xian.  

"Oh, I forget. Your hand is good to be hugged." Jiang Hani teased Dian Shu Xian as she slowly let his arm 

go.  

Dian Shu Xian looked embarrassed. "Ms Jiang, you can not say something like that to a man."  

"Hmm... Mr Dian, are you free right now?" Jiang Hani asked. 

"Why?" Dian Shu Xian asked.  

"Well, can you accompany me for a lunch for helping you earlier?" Jiang Hani invited Dian Shu Xian. 

Actually, Jiang Hani was also surprised to see Dian Shu Xian here. It was her second time seeing Dian Shu 

Xian after their match since she could not come to the outside world.  



She was here because her brother, Jiang Nan Su had something to do here. She was pestering her 

brother to come along to play.  

Jiang Nan Su could not shake his sister off. So, she ended up tagging along. She did not expect to see 

Dian Shu Xian too.  

When she saw Dian Shu Xian talking to a woman earlier, she was pretty jealous. As she got closer to 

them, she heard the conversation. It seemed that the woman was pestering Dian Shu Xian. So, she 

decided to help him. 
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Jiang Hani was glad that Dian Shu Xian did not ignore her like in the martial arts competition. She took 

out her courage and invited Dian Shu Xian for lunch together. And he accepted. 

Both of them went to a nearby restaurant. They were lucky to get a table since it was a peak hour. Not 

to mention, some of the people who attended the medical conference had their lunch here. 

Dian Shu Xian refreshed the impression that he had about Jiang Hani. When they competed in the 

martial arts competition, Dian Shu Xian thought that Jiang Hani was a spoiled girl that would think that 

every man would to her will. 

Now, it changed. She was talking to him normally like a friend did. Dian Shu Xian felt comfortable talking 

to her. They even exchanged their contact information. 

Well, Jiang Hani did not get much chance to come out to the outside world. So, they might be seeing 

each other again in the cultivation world. 

They went to separate ways after Jiang Nan Su came and picked her up after Jiang Nan Su finished his 

errand. He was quite surprised when he saw Dian Shu Xian together with his younger sister. 

"Brother Shu Xian, can you tell me who came and save you?" Yu Qi asked. 

Dian Shu Nan snapped out of his memory after hearing Yu Qi's question.  

"Oh, it is Jiang Hani. Do you remember her?" Dian Shu Xian did not hide that. 

"Jiang Hani? Is it someone from the cultivation world?" Yu Qi tried to recall the person. 

"Yeah. I fought her in the martial arts competition a few months ago." Dian Shu Xian helped Yu Qi to 

refresh her memory.  

"Oh, her... I remembered her." Yu Qi nodded after remembering that. "What's a coincidence, right? 

What is she doing there?" 

ƥandasnovel.com "Hmm... She tagged along with her brother to do something in the outside world." 

Dian Shu Xian explained. 

"Then, how about the stalker?" Yu Qi changed the topic.  

"I don't know. I feel safe after leaving that country." Dian Shu Xian said. 



"You need to be careful. Who knows she might come to our nation to meet you?" Yu Qi joked while 

laughing. 

She never knew that it would be happening. 

..... 

Wei Zichen and Feng Ni Lan moved into Nie Zhu Mei's house. Feng Ni Lan asked Wei Su Kee whether she 

wanted to move together. But Wei Su Kee rejected it. So, only the two of them would move in. 

"Mum, what are you doing to do today?" Feng Ni Lan asked after breakfast. 

"Nothing, I want to sit and enjoy the scene." Nie Zhu Mei said. 

"Oh, why don't we go out for shopping?" Feng Ni Lan invited Nie Zhu Mei.  

"It is okay. You can go with your friend." Nie Zhu Mei said. 

"Well, Mum, it is my mother's birthday two months later. I want to get something for her but I don't 

know what to get for her. Hmm, can you help me, Mum? You and she are the same age. Maybe you can 

help me?" Feng Ni Lan smiled.I think you should take a look at pandasnovel.com 

She insisted on inviting Nie Zhu Mei out today. She had been observed her mother-in-law in the past 

couple of days. Her mother-in-law just sat in the same spot without doing anything. It seemed like she 

was giving up. 

Nie Zhu Mei looked at her daughter-in-law. If she did not agree today, her daughter-in-law would not 

stop. She sighed as she agreed in going out with her daughter-in-law.  

"Sure. Let's go together." Nie Zhu Mei said. 

"Yeah. I will go and get ready. You too, Mum. We will leave at noon." Feng Nie Lan said. 

"Yeah." Nie Zhu Mei nodded. 

So, they both left and went to the shopping mall. Feng Ni La sent a message to Wei Zichen about their 

trip to shopping. 

Wei Zichen replied with 'Great. Take care of Mum'. 

Feng Ni Lan began to ask her mother-in-law. Then, they walked in front of the HuiQi Jade Store. Nie Zhu 

Mei noticed the shop. 

"You can get your mother, a jade." Nie Zhu Mei suggested. 

Feng Ni Lan nodded and pulled her mother into law entering the shop. 

"Welcome." The staff there welcomed them with a smile. 

"Mum, let's take a look at the jewellery here." Feng Ni Lan said. 

"Oh, look who's here." An old woman accompanied by two middle-aged women as Feng Ni Lan. 



It was another old madam who was at odds with Nie Zhu Mei, Lang Muixin. The other two were her 

daughter and her daughter-in-law. 

"Long time no see, Lang Muixin." Nie Zhu Mei greeted Lang Muixin. 

"Oh, are you planning to get something here?" Lang Muixin asked. 

"Hmm... Probably. It is up to my daughter." Nie Zhu Mei pointed to Feng Ni Lan.  

"Oh... By the way, are you okay? How are you doing after divorcing your husband?" Lang Muixin asked 

that question like she was asking 'What do you want to eat?'  

Feng Ni Lan turned her face to Lang Muixin.  

"Elder Lang, please refrain yourself from asking those questions." Feng Ni Lan stated. 

"Oh, really? I can not ask her that question. My bad." Lang Muixin said. 

She seemed not to care about Nie Zhu Mei's feelings. She did not care if Nie Zhu Mei was hurt by the 

question. After getting the news, she was surprised at first and then laughed at Nie Zhu Mei's stupidity. 

Who got divorced at an age like that? 
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"Lang Muixin, no need for you to interfere with my matter. You should think more about your younger 

son. He went inside again, I hear." Nie Zhu Mei replied. 

Hearing about that, Lang Muixin's face turned red. Everyone in the Capital City knew about this. Lang 

Muixin's youngest son was a drug addict.  

At first, her son just wanted to try it following his bad friend. Then, her son became addicted to drugs. 

Then he was caught by the police when he was doing drugs inside one of the karaoke rooms.  

Lang Muixin's husband used his power to get out of prison. However, her son did not change at all. It 

became worse. 

He was caught once again doing the same crime when they were having a party at a private club. Of 

course, Lang Muixin's husband became angry. The first time was fine but the second time? 

Her husband ignored Lang Muixin's begging to help her son out. He thought letting their son stay inside 

the prison was a good thing. Maybe he would repent.  

Her son was released after he served his jail time. People thought he would change. But nothing 

changed. It became worse. 

Her son started to ask for money from her. She had a soft heart for her youngest son, so, she gave the 

money. That started to impact Lang Muixin's life. 

One day, her son started to steal her jewellery. Well, it was too late when Lang Muixin knew about that. 

He tried to steal her daughter-in-law's jewellery and had been caught by her eldest son.  

Her eldest son decided to send her youngest son to the police for stealing and drug addiction as well. 

Her eldest son forbids her to get her youngest son to come out of prison.  



But not many dared to mention that matter right in front of Lang Muixin's face. 

"You! How dare you talk about that?" Lang Muixin became angry. 

"What? You dare talk about my matter. Why can't I talk about your matter?" Nie Zhu Mei replied as she 

glared at Lang Muixin. 

"You must be doing something horrible that lead to your divorce." Lang Muixin said offensively. 

"Your son might be staying longer inside. It is sad. None of my sons are like that." Nie Zhu Mei attacked 

them. 

"You old hag!!!" Lang Muixin shouted. 

Everyone was surprised by the shout. One of the staff over there approached Lang Muixin. 

"Is there something that matters?" The staff asked. 

"I want this old hag to get out of this shop." Lang Muixin pointed her finger at Nie Zhu Mei. 

"Madam, please don't argue in our shop. If you have any problem with her, please settle them outside 

our shop." The staff stated. 

"She is the one who should get out of here." Lang Muixin shouted. 

"Madam, it was you who approached this madam and started talking to her, am I right?" The staff 

asked. 

Lang Muixin was startled when the staff asked the question. 

"I... I..." Lang Muixin began to struggle to explain.  I think you should take a look at pandasnovel.com 

"If you still insist on arguing with this madam, I have to ask out security to escort you out." The staff 

stated again. 

This time, her daughter-in-law pulled her hand. Her daughter-in-law shook her head.  

Lang Muixin knew that the staff was telling the truth. The staff was not bluffing. They would do that if 

someone intended to create a problem in their store. She witnessed it once.  

"No... No... We will stop." Lang Muixin said. 

She walked away from Nie Zhu Mei. Feng Ni Lan was relieved when the matter had solved.  

"Thank you miss." Feng Ni Lan said to the staff who helped them. 

"No need for that. I am just doing my job." The staff smiled. 

Nie Zhu Mei remembered the matter where she asked Yu Qi to hand out HuiQi Jade Store to Chi Yuan 

just because Chi Yuan was involved with the industry. She was thinking straight at that time.  

"Mum... Mum... Mum... Are you okay?" Feng Ni Lan called Nie Zhu Mei several times when she saw her 

mother did not respond to her. 

Nie Zhu Mei snapped out of her thought. "Oh, what?"  



"Are you okay?" Feng Ni Lan asked again. 

"Hmm... Let's look at the jewellery." Nie Zhu Mei smiled. 

..... 

Zhao Yongzhung and his team finally signed the contract with Yu Qi. It took a while. 

Zhao Yongzhung returned to discuss with his friends after the first meeting. He had permission from 

Neko-chan to show one of her blueprints to his friends.  

As a robotic lover, his friend became interested in the blueprint. So, Zhao Yongzhung began to explain 

the situation to his friends. 

When they heard about that, they also had the same thought about this. This project was probably 

related to the government.  

One of them backed off. He did not want to do anything with the government. Others were interested 

to join. 

So, Zhao Yongzhung told Yu Qi about the matter. Yu Qi settled the contract and had them signed as soon 

as possible.  

Neko-chan was the one who was most happier with this because she finally going to have her own body 

in future. She could not wait for it. She really hoped that this would not take a long time to complete her 

body.  

They would be working on the project inside the research centre as well. Neko-chan would be their 

project manager. She was excited about that. 
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"Doctor Yu Qi, this is my friend. Mo Huizhong, Hu Tingfeng, Tan Xiaosheng, and Deng Jianguo. Each of 

them has their specific specialist." Zhao Yongzhung introduced his team to Yu Qi. 

"Not need to call me Doctor anymore. Just call my name." Yu Qi stated. 

"Then, should I call you dear?" Deng Jianguo joked. 

"Jianguo, control yourself. Please ignore him. He always being like this when he saw a beautiful woman." 

Zhao Yongzhung apologized to Yu Qi. 

"It is okay. I don't mind." Yu Qi stated. 

"See, she doesn't mind." Deng Jianguo smiled. 

"However, please don't do it again. It would be terrifying if my fiance see that. You might be ended up in 

the hospital." Yu Qi warned Deng Jianguo with a smile. 

Deng Jianguo shivered as he saw the smile. It was beautiful yet eerie. He was also surprised when 

hearing this girl in front of him already had a fiance. 



"Your fiancee? You mean the Long Hui, right?" Mo Huizhong asked. 

"Yes." Yu Qi nodded. 

"Huh? Long Hui? The soldier?" Deng Jianguo asked. 

He also knew one man with that name. That man was very famous. Then he remembered reading the 

news about that man getting engaged.  

"Don't tell me you are his fiancee?" Deng Jianguo was shocked.  

"I am." Yu Qi nodded. 

Deng Jianguo was stunned. Just now, he was flirting with that Long Hui's fiancee. Yes, if Long Hui knew 

about this, he might end up in the hospital.  

"Oh my lady, please forgive me." Deng Jianguo began to apologise.  

Yu Qi chuckled. People thought Long Hui was scary.  

"It's okay. Let's go and see your workplace." Yu Qi said. 

So, Yu Qi began to give them a tour of the research centre. She introduced the place and explained that 

some of the places were forbidden for them to go to because they were others' research rooms. They 

should not go and disturb the research that had been going on.  

They understood the rules and would be following the rules. Finally, they arrived at their working area. It 

was pretty spacious.  

Yu Qi prepared the room according to Zhao Yongzhung's instructions.  

"Wow, it is very good." Tan Xiaosheng was surprised.  

"You will have a meeting room, a pantry and a toilet completed with a shower and two rooms with 

beds." Yu Qi explained. 

"So, we can stay here without going out." Hu Tingfeng stated. 

ƥandasnovel.com "Of course, you are allowed to go out. I will prepare your pass." Yu Qi said. 

"Oh, people are already here?" Su Ziqing peeped inside. 

"Oh, you are here. Come inside." Yu Qi asked Su Ziqing to enter. 

"Another beauty." Deng Jianguo's eyes lifted.I think you should take a look at pandasnovel.com 

Tan Xiaosheng elbowed his friend. 

"Thank you for calling me beauty." Su Ziqing laughed. 

"This is a robotic development team, their leader, Zhao Yongzhung and his team, Mo Huizhong, Hu 

Tingfeng, Tan Xiaosheng, and Deng Jianguo." Yu Qi introduced the men to Su Ziqing. "This is one of our 

researchers here. She mainly researched the p³arasites inside our bodies."  

"Hello, everyone. I am Su Ziqing. Nice to meet you." Su Ziqing smiled. 



"We will have other researchers here. You will get to know them later." Yu Qi said. 

"Okay." Zhao Yongzhung nodded. 

"You can take a look at your workplace. I will leave first." Yu Qi stated. 

Su Ziqing also followed Yu Qi out. 

"Yu Qi, do you think their leader is single?" Su Ziqing whispered. 

"You mean Zhao Yongzhung?" Yu Qi was surprised seeing Su Ziqing was interested in Zhao Yongzhung. 

She remembered that Su Ziqing was interested in Dian Shu Xian. To be honest, she was glad that Su 

Ziqing lost interest in Dian Su Xian. They were not suitable for each other. 

And Dian Shu Xian would not be married to a normal human being. He would be married to a cultivator 

as well. Dian Shu Xian also took an interest in Jiang Hani recently.  

"Yeah. He looks quite handsome." Su Ziqing stated. 

"Hmm... That... You need to ask her by yourself. I don't know much about him." Yu Qi said. 

"Oh, alright." Su Ziqing said. 

"You are finally over with Brother Shu Xian?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Yeah." Su Ziqing nodded. "Well, you might don't know about this. I confessed to him five months ago 

but got rejected."  

"What?" Yu Qi was very surprised about this. She did not know about that.  

Su Ziqing laughed. "I confessed to him. He rejected me. Remember when I asked to take a two-week 

vacation?"  

"Yeah. I remember." Yu Qi nodded. 

She did remember that Su Ziqing suddenly applied for a two-week vacation. The reason, she needed 

some rest because she was mentally exhausted. Yu Qi did not think much about that and approved her 

application.  

"I went to heal from his rejection. I went to enjoy the beach on a southern island. It was quite relaxing. 

You should go over there. With your fiance." Su Ziqing recommended. 

"So, it is finally over with Brother Shu Xian?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Hmm... My principle, never look back. Since I already confessed to him and he rejected it, there is no 

need for me to cling on to him anymore. It just meant my fate is not with him. But with another man." 

Su Ziqing was very positive with her love life.  

"I am planning to get to know Zhao Yongzhung first. If he already has a girlfriend, I will not disturb their 

relationship." Su Ziqing said.  

"Good luck." Yu Qi supported Su Ziqing. 
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Finally, the jungle theme park, Negiru Koen fully opened to the public. Qinyue Group gave free five 

tickets for a day to all of the employees.  

The ticket would be valid until next year. So, the employees could take their families to enjoy the jungle 

theme park later if they wanted to go. If they did not want to go, they could give the ticket to someone 

else.  

Yu Qi also wanted to go and enjoy the jungle theme park. She was very happy when Long Hui finally 

could take time off from his work.  

She quickly suggested they go to the jungle theme park. Long Hui agreed. So, they went to Capital City 

for about five days.  

When they landed in the Capital City, Yu Qi suggested they go to visit Wei's Residence first. She already 

what happened in Wei's Residence. 

Wei Ding Ye messaged her a lot telling her about what happened to her family. She did not expect that 

Grandpa Wei would be divorced his wife.  

When she asked Wei Ding Ye about the reason, her parent did not tell them. It was the same with Wei 

Su Kee and Wei Su Zien. They also did not know the exact reason for their divorce.  

Their parent just told them that their grandparent had a problem and could not stay together anymore. 

At this moment, their grandmother lived with Wei Zichen and his wife at one of Wei Zichen's properties. 

Wei Ding Ye also told her that her grandmother changed a lot. She became less talkative compared to 

the old her. She also talked about Chi Yuan who currently undergoes jail time.  

Yu Qi joked about Chi Yuan being Long Hui's childhood sweetheart. As a result, Long Hui tortured her by 

giving her a deep kiss. She is almost breathless due to his kissing. She did not dare to joke like that 

anymore. 

They arrived at Wei Residence in the evening. Gu Muxue insisted that they should have dinner together. 

So they stayed for dinner.  

"Sister Yu Qi." Wei Ding Ye was excited to see Yu Qi here. She turned to Long Hui and greeted him more 

politely. "Brother Hui."  

"How are you?" Yu Qi asked 

"Hmm... I am good. It is my final year. So, I struggle a bit." Wei Ding Ye grinned. 

"It must be about the internship place." Yu Qi guessed. 

"Yeah. I apply for a place at a lot of companies. I hope I just get a place at my first choice." Wei Ding Ye 

stated. 

"Which company that you apply to?" Yu Qi asked. 



"It is a secret." Wei Ding Ye put her finger on her lips. 

"If you have any problem regarding the internship place, you can tell me. I will try to help you." Yu Qi 

offered her help. 

"Sure... I will ask for your help later. For now, I want to find by my effort. I don't think my amazing self 

would not find the place by myself." Wei Ding Ye laughed as she praised herself.  

"Miss, the dinner is ready." The maid came and informed them. 

"Let's go." Wei Ding Ye said. 

When they arrived at the dining room, Grandpa Wei was also seated.  

"Grandpa Wei, Uncle." Yu Qi greeted Grandpa Wei and Wei Yan. 

"Grandpa, Uncle." Long Hui also greeted Grandpa Wei and Wei Yan after feeling Yu Qi elbowing him.  

"Come and sit." Grandpa Wei said.I think you should take a look at pandasnovel.com 

Wei Su Zien and Wei Su Kee went to have dinner with their parent and their grandmother. That was why 

they were not here.  

Both of them took their place and sat. They started to eat. The atmosphere was kind of awkward.  

Seeing this, Wei Yan tried to make a conversation.  

"Why are you here? Is that for business?" Wei Yan asked. 

Knowing it was a question for them, Yu Qi answered the question. "We are here to vacation." She 

grinned. 

"Oh, you already decided where to go?" Gu Muxue asked. 

"Hmm... There is a jungle theme park which opened recently. We would like to take a look there." Yu Qi 

said. 

"Oh, I also heard about that. It has a lot of activity. It also has a water park. One day is not enough to 

explore all of them." Wei Ding Ye said. 

She watched the promotion video. She also would like to go and enjoy the theme park with her 

university friend when things cold down.  

"When do you plan to go?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Hmm... I still don't know yet." Wei Ding Ye did not know. It depended. "You need to tell me your 

experience later."  

"Sure." Yu Qi nodded. 

The dinner was full of Yu Qi and Wei Ding Ye chatting together. Some time, Gu Muxue also joined in.  

Long Hui had been called by Grandpa Wei to go to his study room. Grandpa Wei had something to talk 

to him about.  



Yu Qi told him to go and she would wait. She was not alone. Gu Muxue and Wei Ding Ye accompanied 

her.  

"When will you get married?" Gu Muxue asked. 

pandasnovel.com "Hmm... We still have not decided yet. I am busy. It is also the same as Brother Hui." 

Yu Qi said.  

"Hmm... Don't forget to invite me, Sister Yu Qi. I also can be your bridesmaid." Wei Ding Ye offered 

herself. 

"I thought you dislike that kind of ceremony." Gu Muxue said. 

"Of course not. I just dislike the people." Wei Ding Ye replied. 

"You kid." Gu Muxue hit her head. 

"Ouch." Wei Ding Ye rubbed her head. 

Yu Qi laughed.  
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They finally arrived at the Negiru Koen. Since they did not have any belonging, they went to check the 

jungle theme park first.  

It was a weekday. So, there were not many people coming here. Yu Qi showed the tickets to the security 

guard. The security guard stamped their ticket at the required area. The ticket was valid for three days.  

"What should we play first?" Yu Qi asked Long Hui as they looked at the pamphlet.  

There were a lot of activities offered here as such tower climbing, dying lemur, slingshot, kite sky, ski 

slope, and many more. They also had pinball battles and shooting grounds as well. 

"Hmm... Why don't we try our specialist first?" Yu Qi blinked her eyes. 

"Shooting ground or pinball battles?" Long Hui said. 

"Hmm... Pinball battles." Yu Qi decided.  

It was much more fun shooting a moving target. They went to the pinball battles area. They met the 

staff and told them that they would want to try the pinball battles.  

"Then, a group of people approached them and greeted them. 

"Hi..."  

Yu Qi and Long Hui turned around and looked at the people. 

"Yes?" Yu Qi responded. 

The man who greeted them was stunned when he saw Yu Qi's beauty.  



"What do you want?" Long Hui pulled Yu Qi to her side. 

The man snapped out. He coughed several times to cover his embarrassment.  

"Well, we are planning to play this pinball battle. Playing among us is not fun. So, we would like to invite 

you to play against us." The man said his aim. 

Long Hui looked at Yu Qi asking her opinion. 

"Hmm... How many people do you have in your group?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Hmm... Five of us. Three men and two girls. Oh, we can ask one of them to join our team." The man 

pointed to their group. 

Yu Qi looked at them. "Sure, let's play each other. But, no need for one of you to join our team. We can 

manage by two of us." She smiled at Long Hui. 

"Hmm..." Long Hui nodded. 

"How arrogant. Just wait until you lose." A woman from the group said. 

"It is not arrogant but confident." Yu Qi replied. 

They began to put on the gear. Long Hui put the gear effortlessly. As he did many times. Well, the gear 

was particularly the same as the gear that he often wore in the military. 

"How do take an example from the military when you design this activity?" Long Hui asked. 

"Hmm... To be honest, I am thinking about you." Yu Qi grinned. 

On the other side, the people in the group were struggling a bit when they tried to put on the gear. The 

staff in charge came to help them.  I think you should take a look at pandasnovel.com 

They could see that the other team already finished putting their gear. The couple were even flirting 

with each other giving them a lot of dog food in the process.  

"Okay... Since everyone is ready, I will give some explanation to you guys about the game and some 

rules." The staff in charge said. 

Both teams would be having a flag. Blue and red. They could place the flag anywhere they wanted and 

that place would be the base. The opposite team needed to take out their flag to win the battles.  

They could use any skill or method to take the flag. They were also allowed to kill the opposite team 

with the gun provided.  

When a person had been hit by three pins, it meant they died.  

"Understand?" The staff in charge asked. 

"Yes." Everyone answered. 

"Okay. Then, you guys can enter the jungle first. Go and choose your base first. Do you want to use the 

mini car?" The staff asked. 



"We want to. We can choose the place to be our base far from this place." A woman from the group 

said. 

"Sure. After you are done choosing the location, please inform us through the talkie walkie that we give 

to you." The staff asked his colleague to bring them to the location.  

"How about you two?" The staff asked Yu Qi and Long Hui. 

"We will walk around." Yu Qi said.  

"Okay." The staff nodded. 

Yu Qi and Long Hui slowly entered the jungle. Both of them searching for a suitable place. And they 

found one. 

"Hmm... This place." Both of them said at the same time. 

Long Hui smiled devilishly. "It seems we are thinking the same."  

"Hmm... Indeed." Yu Qi placed the flag. "So, which one of us will guard this place?"  

"Do we need to guard it?" Long Hui lifted one of his eyebrows. 

"Oh, what are you planning?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Hmm... Let's leave this place open. We will move separately. As long as we kill them first, find their 

base and take their flag, we will be the winner." Long Hui stated. 

ƥandasnovel·ƈom Yu Qi laughed. "Why are you so serious about fighting with a bunch of amateurs?"  

"I can not let my beloved Qi Qi see me losing in the thing that I am an expert with." Long Hui declared. 

On the other side, the group already chose their base. They decided to place two people guarding the 

base. While the other three would be going out and searching for the other team's base. 

The ones who would take care of the base were a man, Cui Xinguo and a woman, Peng Xiaolian.  

So, one woman, Mao Suyin and two men, Chang Tengfei and Zeng Mingyu would be going out. Zeng 

Mingyu was the one who invited Yu Qi and Long Hui to play together. 
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Both teams were ready to play. So, the game started.  

As Yu Qi and Long Hui planned, both of them went their separate ways leaving their base unguarded. 

Even though they could move faster, they decided to move at a normal speed to avoid any suspicion.  

Yu Qi stopped moving when she heard rustling sounds ahead. She quickly stopped moving and hid 

herself. She waited for them to appear in her range of sight.  

It was the man who invited them to play together and a woman from their group. They moved quite 

slowly.  



"Ahh!!!" Mao Suyin shouted.  

"What?" Zeng Mingyu looked at Mao Suyin.  

"Something is poking me from behind." Mao Suyin said.  

Zeng Mingyu quickly checked. He thought the enemy had ambushed them. When he saw the thing, he 

was relieved. It was just a tree branch that poked Mao Suyin.  

ƥandasnovel.com "It is just a tree branch." Zeng Mingyu said.  

"Really?" Mao Suyin asked.  

"Yeah." Zeng Mingyu nodded.  

Mao Suyin looked at the indifferent Zeng Mingyu. She clicked her tongue when Zeng Mingyu did not 

look in her direction. She sighed.  

She did not know why she agreed to follow Zeng Mingyu to play this kind of game. To be honest, she 

hated this kind of game.  

But because she wanted to impress Zeng Mingyu and did not want to lose to Peng Xiaolian, she agreed 

on playing this stupid game. Now, she suffered.  

Yu Qi watched them in silence. She could kill them right away. But it was no fun doing that. She would 

give it one shoot. One shoot would not kill them right away, right?  

So, she aimed for Mao Suyin's back.  

Shush... Pak... The bullet hit Mao Suyin's back. The paint appeared on her back.  

Zeng Mingyu heard that and turned away. He searched for the shooter. However, he did not see 

anyone. The jungle was silent.  

"Ah!!! I got hit..." Mao Suyin said.  

Zeng Mingyu pulled Mao Suyin to hide behind the trees. His eyes still searched for the shooter.  

"I only have two more lives." Mao Suyin pouted.  

"Don't worry. The other team only has two people. So, both of them will not be in the same place. So, 

the shooter here must be just one person. We can handle the shooter if we find them." Zeng Mingyu 

encouraged Mao Suyin.  

Then they heard a rustling sound not far from them. Zeng Mingyu became alert and looked around. He 

could see a shadow running before the shadow disappeared behind the tree not far from them.  

"I saw them. You stay here. I will go and take care of the person." Zeng Mingyu said.  

Mao Suyin nodded. Zeng Mingyu's eyes did not move from the tree where the shadow disappeared. It 

should be his opponent behind the tree.  

"Ah!!!!"  I think you should take a look at pandasnovel.com 



Zeng Mingyu heard the shout. It was from Mao Suyin. He retreated to Mao Suyin's side.  

"What happens?" Zeng Mingyu asked.  

"I got another shot." Mao Suyin showed her back.  

Zeng Mingyu looked at Mao Suyin's back. It was not two shots but three shots. Meaning Mao Suyin was 

already being killed.  

"You are dead. There are three shots on your back." Zeng Mingyu explained.  

"What?" Mao Suyin could not believe it.  

Zeng Mingyu was thinking. Mao Suyin got shot from behind while he was checking the shadow behind 

the tree in front of them. Did this mean there were two people here?  

The normal tactics from them should be one would go out and one would guard their base. But two of 

them were here.  

When Zeng Mingyu was thinking, Yu Qi took the opportunity to shoot him. She released three shots 

consciously.  

Zeng Mingyu heard the sound. He tried to avoid the shot but unfortunately, all of the shots hit his body. 

One was at his stomach, one was at her shoulder and the last one was at her thigh.  

Seeing all of the shots hit her opponent, Yu Qi came out of her hiding place. Zeng Mingyu and Mao Suyin 

were shocked to see the woman. Zeng Mingyu was waiting for the man to appear too but he did not see 

the man.  

"Only you are here?" Zeng Mingyu said.  

"Of course." Yu Qi smiled.  

"Impossible. Your man must be here too." Mao Suyin said.  

"Up to you to believe or not." Yu Qi said. She then looked at Zeng Mingyu. "You are very vigilant but 

unfortunately you have a bad teammate."  

After saying that, Yu Qi left them. Zeng Mingyu looked at her with surprise and admiration. The woman 

ran steadily in the jungle. Even he could not do it smoothly.  

Mao Suyin gritted her teeth when hearing the sentence from that woman. 'How dare she say something 

like that about me?' She looked at Zeng Mingyu.  

Zeng Mingyu still looked in the woman's direction even though that woman already disappeared from 

their sight. The look was full of admiration.  

Yu Qi searched for the opponent's base. After searching for a while, she saw the red flag. So, it was here. 

She began to look for the people. It must be someone who guarded the people.  

Then, she heard the voice.  

"Do you think they already find their base?" Peng Xiaolin asked.  



"I don't know. But we have a better chance to win since we have five people in our team. They only have 

two people." Cui Xinguo stated.  

"Yeah." Peng Xiaolin nodded. "The rules stated when the enemy pulled the flag, we are lost, am I right?"  

"Yeah. They will announce them right away." Cui Xinguo said. 
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Yu Qi released three shots right to Cui Xinguo, the man first.  

"AHH!!!" Peng Xiaolin shouted.  

Cui Xinguo had been killed.  

"Quickly hide behind the trees." Cui Xinguo told Peng Xiaolin.  

Peng Xiaolin crawled behind the trees. She looked around but could not see anything else besides the 

trees.  

"Xinguo, what should I do?" Peng Xiaolin asked.  

"Just calm down. The shots are from over there. To shoot you, they need to move. Once they move, you 

can see them. Only then, you can shoot at them as well." Cui Xinguo explained.  

"Okay..." Peng Xiaolin nodded.  

However, after waiting for a while, they did not see anyone. Not even a shadow. Then, they heard a 

sound. Peng Xiaolin had been shot.  

Suddenly a woman appeared from the trees not far behind Peng Xiaolin.  

"It's you?" Peng Xiaolin asked.  

"Hmm..." Yu Qi nodded.  

"No way. It should be the male. Don't tell me, you are the one who shoots me earlier?" Cui Xinguo could 

not believe it. He seriously thought it was the man who shot him.  

"What? Are you looking down at me?" Yu Qi asked  

Cui Xinguo did not answer that. However, there was no need for that. Yu Qi already knew the answer. 

Cui Xinguo was the type of man who looked down on a woman and thought women were weak 

creatures.  

Yu Qi went straight to the flag and pulled it out. The battle was automatically won by Yu Qi and Long 

Hui. Then, they heard the announcement saying the battle was over and won by Yu Qi and Long Hui.  

Yu Qi did not wait any longer there. She started to walk to the starting point.  

"Wait up. Let's walk together." Peng Xiaolin called Yu Qi.  

ƥandasnovel.com "Sure." Yu Qi did not mind.  



Cui Xinguo followed them from behind.  

"Hi, my name is Peng Xiaolin." Peng Xiaolin introduced herself.  

"Nice to meet you. I am Tang Yu Qi." Yu Qi nodded.  

"From your accent, you seem not from the Capital City, right?" Peng Xiaolin assumed.  

"Yes, I am from FINN City. I come here to experience this theme park." Yu Qi said.  

"Oh, with your boyfriend?" Peng Xiaolin turned the look on her eyes.  

"Yeah." Yu Qi nodded.  

"Your boyfriend is so handsome. Where do you find him? Oh, no... no... no... What is his job? Is he a 

model or actor?" Peng Xiaolin was excited.  

"Well, none of them are his job." Yu Qi shook her head.  

"Then, what is his job? A singer?" Peng Xiaolin looked straight at Yu Qi's face.  

Yu Qi chuckled. She felt like Long Hui had found a fan. Peng Xiaolin was not like a woman who wanted 

Long Hui to be hers but more like a fan who met her idol.  

"No. He is a soldier." Yu Qi stated.  

"Huh? A soldier? Really?" Peng Xiaolin asked. She could not believe that.  

"Of course." Yu Qi nodded.  I think you should take a look at pandasnovel.com 

"Qi Qi..."  

Yu Qi looked around and saw Long Hui at the front.  

"Why are you so late?" Yu Qi asked. "I thought you will arrive first at their base."  

"Oh, I fought with him. He is pretty good." Long Hui pointed at the man who stood not far from them.  

Yu Qi took a look at the man. Only for one second. Long Hui used his hand to move Yu Qi's head in his 

direction.  

"No need to stare at him for too long." Long Hui stated.  

"Hey, I am just looking at him for one second." Yu Qi replied.  

"One second is enough." Long Hui responded.  

Yu Qi knew that Long Hui did not want her to look at other men for too long.  

"So, he is really good?" Yu Qi asked.  

It was rare to see Long Hui compliment someone.  

"Hmm... If he joins the military, he might be even better." Long Hui said.  

"Let's go back to the checkpoint." Yu Qi said.  



When they arrived at the checkpoint, the other two players were already there.  

Once Yu Qi appeared at the checkpoint, Mao Suyin stood up and wanted to slap Yu Qi. Long Hui saw this 

and quickly pulled his beloved Qi Qi.  

"What are you trying to do?" Long Hui glared at Mao Suyin.  

Mao Suyin froze when Long Hui glared at her. She felt like a devil was staring at her.  

"Suyin, what are you trying to do?" Peng Xiaolin shouted.  

At this moment, Mao Suyin felt relieved. The aura that restrained her neck was finally gone. She fell to 

the ground.  

"Suyin, you need to apologize." Peng Xiaolin stated.  

Hearing that from Peng Xiaolin, Mao Suyin began to feel angry. "What? Why do I need to apologize?"  

"Because you are trying to slap her earlier. Thank goddess, her boyfriend pulled her away." Peng Xiaolin 

argued.  

"She is the one who should be apologized to me." Mao Suyin shouted back.  

"Huh?" Yu Qi did not know what she had done to this woman.  

"You dirtied my shoe." Mao Suyin pointed to her shoe. "My Gucci shoe."  

"Huh?" Yu Qi could not believe her eyes.  

"You must be country bumpkin. Don't know about this brand." Mao Suyin insulted Yu Qi.  

"It is not her fault. Who is the right mind to wear such shoes to play?" Peng Xiaolin said.  

"Mao Suyin, you can not slap people just for that reason." Zeng Mingyu interfered.  

"But she also insulted us by calling us weak." Mao Suyin slowed her tone while talking to Zeng Mingyu. 
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"Well, it is just a game. No need to high up too much." Zeng Mingyu said. 

"I don't want to stay here any longer. There are a lot of activities that I want to try." Yu Qi stated. 

"Hmm..." Long Hui also did not want to stay here. 

Long Hui turned around and looked at Chang Tengfei who fought with him earlier. "It is better to join the 

military. You will be successful." 

Chang Tengfei just nodded.  

Seeing the couple wanted to leave, Mao Suyin shouted. "Don't you dare to leave without apologizing to 

me?" 



Long Hui glared sharply at Mao Suyin. Once then, she felt she could not breathe. After the couple 

disappeared from their sight, Mao Suyin finally felt free again. Mao Suyin felt like crying. Her friends did 

not even defend her.  

"Stupid." Chang Tengfei mumbled. 

"What are you saying?" Mao Suyin glared at Chang Tengfei. 

"You dare to make trouble for that LONG HUI. You are really good." Chang Tengfei said. 

"Who do you say he was?" Zeng Mingyu looked at Chang Tengfei in surprise. 

"Long Hui. Colonel Long Hui." Chang Tengfei stated. 

"What!!!" 

Everyone looked at Chang Tengfei. 

"Are you sure he is that Long Hui?" Cui Xinguo asked for confirmation. 

"Yes." Chang Tengfei nodded. 

"That girl told me that her name is Tang Yu Qi. Colonel Long Hui's girlfriend is indeed Tang Yu Qi." Peng 

Xiaolin stated. "No wonder that I think I heard the name from somewhere." 

"So, do you want them to apologize to you anymore?" Chang Tengfei asked Mao Suyin who already 

paled. 

Mao Suyin could not answer the question. She thought the couple was just the country bumpkin. 

"I don't want to be here anymore. You guys can enjoy it by yourself." Chang Tengfei stated before 

leaving his friends. 

Yu Qi and Long Hui already left to go to another activity.  

"No need to look angry anymore. We are here to have fun." Yu Qi touched Long Hui's chin. 

"Hmm... I know." Long Hui said. 

Yu Qi could feel the murderous aura disappear from Long Hui's body. If she did not stop Long Hui earlier, 

Mao Suyin might end up being a corpse.  

"I want to try slingshot." Yu Qi stated while showing the game on the pamphlet to Long Hui. 

"Hmm... Let's go." Long Hui nodded. 

The couple tried a lot of the games such as slingshot, kite flyer, zip coaster, tubby race and ski slope. 

After trying the dry games, it was time to try the wet games. 

Both of them went into their swimsuit. Yu Qi wore a suit that covered all of her body. It was like Long 

Hui wanted. He did not want other men to see his beloved Qi Qi's body.  



However, the full cover-up swimsuit could not stop other men to look at Yu Qi either. Yu Qi's slender 

body attracted the men. Well, not only the men, even women could not help to stare at Yu Qi's body.  I 
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Yu Qi was waiting for Long Hui. He went to store the things in the locker for one moment. The men saw 

Yu Qi was alone. So, they took a chance to invite her to come along with them. 

"Hi, do you want to play with us?"  

"I can see you are alone." 

"We should play together. It would be fun."  

The men smiled at Yu Qi. 

"I am sorry. I am waiting for my boyfriend." Yu Qi explained. 

However, the men thought Yu Qi was lying to them to reject them.  

"Don't be like this." 

"Yeah, we don't have any bad intentions."  

The men still did not want to leave Yu Qi. 

"What are you doing with my girlfriend?" Long Hui appeared and asked the men. 

The men were shocked to see Long Hui.  

"Nothing, man... Guys, let's go."  

The men rushed away.  

"Tsk... I can not leave you for one second." Long Hui clicked his tongue. 

Yu Qi just laughed. Her eyes glanced at Long Hui's abdomen. That was eight packs. 

Long Hui caught Yu Qi's doing. He leaned over.  

"Do we need to stop playing and check in to the room?" Long Hui whispered. 

Yu Qi pushed Long Hui and closed her ears while running away. Her face and ears turned red. Long Hui 

just smiled and chased Yu Qi.  

Yu Qi already saw what ride she wanted to play. Banana flip. A person would enter a small container. 

There was a hole at the bottom.  

The hole would be opened and the person would fall and slide down, flying into the sky before falling 

into the water below.  

Yu Qi went to try the rides. Yu Qi screamed happily as her body slide down, up to the sky and fell into 

the water.  

Yu Qi went up again and pushed Long Hui to try the ride. Long Hui only could under his beloved Qi Qi's 

order and tried the rides. Once he tried the rides, he could say it was quite fun too. 



pandasnovel.com Yu Qi went up to try for the second time. For the second time, she managed to make a 

backflip on the sky before falling into the sky.  

Everyone who was watching clapped their hand. They were impressed by Yu Qi's action.  

Next, they went to try the tube water slide. Since it required two people to sit on the tube, it was good 

for them. Yu Qi wanted to sit in front because it was more exciting.  

 


